2008 U.S. Contest Not Held

2008 Aviation Art Contest
Design an Aviation Stamp

Everyone is familiar with stamps such as postage stamps. When we use stamps, we can send letters or cards to friends and family around the world. And today, the variety of stamps is even more varied than the types of mail we receive.

Around the world, countries frequently issue new stamps that represent their history, special events, heroic people, and unique places. These tiny works of art capture the importance of the citizens and episodes that shape each nation. Stamps are meant to be enjoyed and allow a country’s natural beauty and cultural icons to be seen and shared with people around the globe.

Now it is your turn to design your own stamp that celebrates the excitement of the aviation experience. Consider the rich history of flight in your state. Who are the people that shaped it? Where are the places that history was made? Which aircraft capture the spirit of your state? What are some of the events that made people excitedly look to the sky? And what is it about flying that makes it so much fun and so very exciting and challenging?

This Years National Winners
Does not apply

Winners at the state level are available through State Department of Transportation websites